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abstract

As a society we see the urban fabric as fragmentations. Spaces that
are in front, behind and between. The urban landscape has been
divided by boundaries of infrastructure and vehicular traffic. The
pedestrian has been left behind. For the room the space between, I
have studied these unwanted spaces and their commonalities. These
spaces have become the keepers of our unwanted material. They are
the impermeable landscape that roof drains lead to. These spaces
are fragmented voids that tie together down narrow alleys and over
streets. Why are these spaces undesired?
This thesis addresses the city of Providence, Rhode Island. A city built
on religious freedom, and industrial wealth. A city historically riddled
with organized crime, and corrupt government officials. The fabric of
providence has been defined by its floods and hurricane devastation.
The city is built on the canal infrastructure and sits in a flood zone.
Why then do we hide our water? We direct the runoff to the back. To
the space unseen. This thesis combines the movement of water with
that of people. Creating a singular circulation. A circulation that travels
over, around, and through a series of rain gardens.
The space between is seen as a room for water, and a room for
society. Defragmenting the city into a continuous stream. A stream
of spaces. Spaces that engage with the environment creating
microclimates for people to enjoy the behind. For pedestrians to
engage with their senses. Spaces for intrigue, exploration, and
discovery. The sense of place and materiality connects the city
dweller with their environment, themselves, and one another.
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“...there is a tendency to skim over the interrelation of the
parts into a whole. In such a whole, paths would expose and
prepare for the districts, and link together the various
nodes. The nodes would joint and mark off the paths, while
the edges would bound off the districts, and the landmarks
would indicate their cores.” 9
– Kevin Lynch
008

the city as rooms within voids
rooms for water
rooms for community
rooms sited in the environment
rooms in dialogue with society
working between buildings
within density
with people in mind
with the senses explored
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forward

It was the first day of class in September of 2012. I had just moved
to Boston Massachusetts where I would begin University. As I left
my dorm for my first day of studio I crossed over Huntington Avenue
over the train tracks and past the university mascot. Venturing
through the postage stamp campus full of yellow brick buildings and
chain link fencing, I entered the architecture building. The lecture
hall was packed with three hundred students all with newly opened
sketchbooks. We were asked to draw two squares. In those frames
the professor had drawn a one-point-perspective and a two-point. He
then passed out a paper with a list of buildings located in Boston that
we were to draw from observation.
This list became the key to my map. These structures became the
space of living rooms I could claim outside of my cinder block dorm.
Landmarks I could count on for a reading spot or refuge from the
winter storms. The urban fabric was now highlighted with occupied
spaces. Public parks and squares were woven between these
landmarks creating a continuous circulation.
“To heighten the imageability of the urban environment is to
facilitate its visual identification and structuring. The elements
isolated above – the paths, edges, landmarks, nodes, and
regions – are the building blocks in the process of making firm,
differentiated structures at the urban scale.” 9 – Kevin Lynch

Creating my own urban pathways down alleys and between
colonnades began my fascination with the spaces in between, and
how we occupy, circulate, and engage with the urban voids.
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the spaces in between seen around the world
London, United Kingdom
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the spaces in between seen around the world
Zürich and Lucerne, Switzerland
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the spaces in between seen around the world
Lisbon, Portugal
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the spaces in between seen around the world
France and Italy
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“The marks may also be arranged in a continuous sequence,
so that a whole journey is identified and made comfortable by
a familiar succession of detail... The nodes are the conceptual
anchor points in our cities... The node is more defined if it has
a sharp, closed boundary, and does not trail off uncertainly
on every side; more remarkable if provided with one or two
objects which are foci of attention.” 9 – Kevin Lynch

the spaces in between seen around the world
San Fransisco and Pittsburgh, USA
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the spaces in between seen around the world
New York City, USA
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“…[W]e need an environment which is not simply well
organized, but poetic and symbolic as well. It should speak of
the individuals and their complex society, of their aspirations
and their historical traditions, of the natural setting, and of the
complicated functions and movements of the city world.” 9
– Kevin Lynch

the spaces in between seen around the world
Providence, Rhode Island
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urban fabric

With the growth of cities, they have lost their individuality. With the
focus on the vehicle the city is becoming an isolated landscape filled
with tower blocks, and highway infrastructure. The grain of the city
has dissolved, the metropolis in its place is a mess.8
“Urbanism is architecture on a large public scale, not
different professions. Its objective is the protection and the
well-being of people.” – Zvi Hecker 7
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A city compiled of a series of unrelated parts in tension with the
whole. The city should focus on public space where human contact
takes place. To design, with the human scale, the street needs to be
established as the datum on the urban fabric. This street network
should avoid main thoroughfares and leave room for fine networks of
movement through mixed use zoning and nodes of activation. Public
city nodes promote urban congregation and community interaction.⁸
The street works as a creative factory.7
“Urban future will depend on a reversal of such thinking,
opening up the idea that architects and artists, besides
being designers of buildings and objects, can be designers
of political processes, economic models, and collaborations
across institutions and jurisdictions. We must get beyond the
idea that building houses for the poor is the only way to solve
the problem.” – Teddy Cruz ⁷

To move forward into this future where urban design leaves room for
complexity, and objects and roads hold meaning, one must preserve

the best of history and look at current needs to design an appropriate
future. With this process, the design of urban spaces will be unique
and rooted in the context of the urban fabric as a whole. “Urban areas
exist for human beings”. ⁸
“The trend from living to lifeless cities and residential areas
that has accompanied industrialization, segregation of
various city functions, and reliance on the automobile also
has caused cities to become duller and more monotonous.
This points up another important need, namely the need for
stimulation.” ⁴

Urban design should create complex overlaps which devises multiple
uses in their overlay and contributes to the street level environment.
When looking up from the street level the skyline should not be an
accident of size and shape.⁸
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public space
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For a public space to be successful it must, “stimulate engagement
through making poetic urban experiences – layering”.² When
these public spaces are too vast they are impersonal and hard to
experience. With urban sprawl the exterior environment has become
uninviting. When events take place in these environments they are
spread out and unrelated. Living cities should supplement interior
program with outdoor public space to engage the public and the
private.⁴ Public space acts as a ribbon weaving streets, parks, and
squares into and around the structures that encompass them. This
interwoven fabric acts as physical and visual access into these public
voids. Public urban spaces create a sense of comfort and well-being
in the city when done correctly. When public spaces consist of the
urban fabric leftovers they are very bad.⁸
Jane Jacobs 4 points:
1. The district, and indeed as many of its internal parts
as possible, must serve more than one primary function;
preferably more than two. These must ensure the presence
of people who go outdoors on different schedules and are
in the place for different purposes, but who are able to use
many facilities in common.
2. Most blocks must be short; that is, streets and
opportunities to turn corners must be frequent.
3. The district must mingle buildings that vary in age and
condition, including a good proportion of old ones so that
they vary in the economic yield that they must produce. This
mingling must be fairly close-grained.
4. There must be a sufficiently dense

concentration of people, for whatever purpose they may
be there. This includes dense concentration in the case of
people who are there because of residence.
“All four in combination are necessary to generate city
diversity; the absence of any one of the four frustrates a
district’s potential.” ⁸

When public urban spaces are designed with the individual scale in
mind they create a complexity of uses and activities.⁸ These spaces
must be founded in history, cultural context, and geography.⁸ An
outdoor public space that is enclosed creates an outdoor room
eliciting human scale at the street level and a sense of comfort and
protection.⁸
“People need places to work, live, and play. Cities must
provide: parks, recreation, transportation, sanitation, safety,
health, housing, education, and outlets for expression. These
things give citizens what they need, causing them to become
harmonious, productive, and innovative. They begin to see
themselves in the city. The city reflects them.” – Mehret
Mandefro ⁷
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the person

When one engages in the public urban landscape they are not
necessarily with one specific person but nevertheless they are
not alone. The opportunity to feel less alone is coupled with the
opportunity to meet and engage in activities in the community
allowing one to experience others in various situations.⁴ Experiencing
others is an opportunity for stimulation.
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“The architect must realize that creativity exists everywhere,
and that the ability of space/ place-making exists in
everybody–and that the architect’s role must be that of
facilitator, rather than of wannabe god.” – Doung Andrew
Jahangeer ⁷

When people circulate among one another the environment is ever
changing lending to endless stimulation. This circulation happens
within the framework of the static objects. People are the main
attraction to the spaces in between.⁴
“Human architecture is also human urbanism. There is
no way to know how to create human art and human
architecture, except by trying to humanize what is in danger
of becoming inhumane.” – Zvi Hecker ⁷

To focus on the environment of the individual we must look at the
scale of walking and the uniqueness of the between space chosen for
circulation. Human comfort is related to the urban fabric at the scale
and pace of the person. To promote the movement of people who are
the heartbeat of the static city the urban environment must

be permeable and draw attention to the street level. Pedestrians must
be encouraged to move between buildings to dissolve social and
physical barriers.⁸
“Every single moment of your life can be full of meaning,
but your whole life could be meaningless. Life is both fragile
and risky. Everything is connected…I believe that for an
individual, for a political system, or for any practice, the most
valuable meaning can be found in local factors – in local
initiatives and conditions.” – Ai Weiwei ⁷
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curation in the city

It is a common misconception that museums are only for the
privileged few. Museums try to eradicate elitism by holding public
engagement programs, but they still fall short. The friction between
public and private is greatest in the United States where museum
visits come at a cost.⁵
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“Even in large urban centers where cultural resources are
usually plentiful, for many students (especially at the entry
level), art museums are the quintessential, unapproachable
ivory towers, and it takes sustained consideration and
multiple museum visits to convince them otherwise.” ⁵

Museums hold public functions. They are a tool for civic engagement
and a welcoming environment for all visitors. Yet they remain static
elements. They should in contrast be adapting the dynamism of
their public art, activism, pluralism, while all the while questioning
their intent. To fully self-question and reflect they should be holistic
entities that listen to their audience.⁵ They need to break the walls
of the monolithic static private enterprise and promote their roll as a
social, independent, and artistic community member. A member that
promotes engagement and inclusiveness.
“museums are rich potential sites – both physically and
psychologically – for public art.” ⁵

It is confusing why we use the term public art only when it is outside
and in the realm of the community. When it is free and able to be
engaged with. If that same work was put in a museum would it no

longer be called public art? Museums should be seen as public
spaces. They are spaces socially designed to be in dialogue with the
community. We as a culture segregated the public from the private
labeling the museum as a private institution.
“Likewise despite museums’ perceived exclusivity, they
provide actual spaces and cerebral values, social issues, and
civic responsibility; essential ingredients in defining public
life. A museum becomes most fully public when it prompts
us to examine our aesthetic tastes, cultural beliefs, and
social practices, and when a variety of visitors feel
comfortable and properly equipped to actively partake in
such investigations.” ⁵

It can be observed that museums create stark minimalist
environments. Environments that dissolve to not counter the piece
on display. This is seen as the art experience. Outside in the urban
context there is too much stimulation to focus ones’ whole self on a
work of art. The environment distracts the viewer. Therefore, which
environment is the true art experience? Does art need to be in a
purposeful environment with controlled variables?
“Physical public spaces must be made available for artists to
interact in concrete ways with society, to encourage creative
investigations into its problems, and to facilitate creative
work in the public realm. When public space is utilized for
art, it strengthens that space for the society that it serves.” ⁷
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water

The urban fabric, the metropolis, should be in symbiosis with the sea.
To design and develop with the environment and climate change
there must be hard and soft solutions. Soft solutions would include
beach and dune reclamation as well as estuary restoration. With
hard solutions those embedded into the urban context there must be
space for water.
“…a room for water.” ⁶
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Cities need to grow in relation to their context, the climate, and local
resources. Development must be based on the environment rather
than constructed in tension.⁷
“...architecture also requires knowledge that is not confined
to just one area, but extends across many: relationships
between neighbors, environmental problems, and even
weather conditions are problematic issues, and such
problems must be taken on and conquered.” – Ai Weiwei ⁷

literacy

The word “library” means the bookcase. The design of the library
created a new reading culture. Designed with intimacy and
characterized by solitude. The library was the most private chamber
of the house yet the literature housed opened the reader up to most
publics. Those of international affairs, language, and science. One
went to the library to study and reflect as well as learn. ¹
“The large majority of libraries in early nineteenth century
America did not have separate buildings of their own, but
rather operated informally out of peoples’ homes or in other
spaces such as schoolhouses or churches.” ¹

The Athenaeum was the first public library in the country. This was the
first time one could borrow books yet that was not the most valued
amenities. The opportunity to read journals and the newspaper in the
company of the community was the most valued comfort offered.¹
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the space between

Life between buildings create an opportunity for spontaneous
detours, and walks. These spaces create a flexible environment to
relax and engage.⁴ As designers we need to put less emphasis on the
static individual object and more emphasis on the communities and
places between.
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“Translation in the city establishes an unresolved interval in
relation to its surroundings, an unbuilt, irreconcilable space
that cuts through the city.” ⁷

We need to stop developing spaced out towers with highway
infrastructure between. Those individual buildings are not routed in
the context and don’t allow for street level opportunity. The highway
infrastructure creates “ragged edges” that act as social boundaries.⁸
“spaces must be intentional, not the left-over bits that were
too difficult to deal with. They must be contained and well
defined.” ⁸

“If an environment has a strong visible framework
and highly characteristic parts, then exploration of new
sectors is both easier and more inviting. If strategic
links in communication (such as museums or libraries or
meeting places) are clearly set forth, then those
who might otherwise neglect them may be tempted to
enter.” 9 – Kevin Lynch
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history of place
story

Providence was founded along the banks of the Narragansett Bay.
“From the north, the Blackstone river meanders towards Pawtucket
Falls, a freshwater fall that tumbles into the saltwater tide”.3 At this
junction sits Providence a city founded by Roger Williams in 1636.
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Roger Williams was a puritan minister in search of religious freedom
from Great Britain. He was exiled from the Massachusetts colonies
for his beliefs and moved south. During the winter of 1635 he lived
with the Wampanoag Indians. From here he set out across the
Seekonk River to later settle by a freshwater spring that emptied into
a salt water cover. This cove would later be named the Providence
River. Roger Williams signed a deed with the Chief Sachem of the
Narragansett Canonicus.
Once the colony was established relations with the Indigenous
people began and trading ensued. More settlers from Salem
Massachusetts joined Roger Williams and the colony of Providence
began to develop.3 The colony used their local materials to form the
community and fill their basic necessities.
Trees were cut to create beams, boards, and shingles for construction.
Stones were moved for foundations and chimneys. The clay soil
was used to make bricks. For sanitation fat was boiled for soap, and
tanned leather for shoes. Fiber and flax were made into basic bedding
and clothing. This was the beginning to their great success in trade.
By 1790 there was a direct relationship between trade and commerce
along the river front.3
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By the early eighteen hundreds townspeople were greatly involved in
fisheries. “…The common citizen could paddle, row or sail his vessel
on the water, extract from the water whatever fish he could and
have the choice to then place that catch on the market”. 3 Along with
fisheries Providence became known for their abundant quantities of
oysters found in the bay.3
When the Great Gail of 1815 took place a rebuilding of Providence
began. This construction coincided with the growth of cotton
manufacturing and industrial commerce. Trade along the eastern
seaboard increased while foreign trade declined. The increase in
packet traffic between 1800–1825 influenced the development of
the port.3 By 1825 there were seventeen luxurious packet ships that
transported people between New York City and Providence. This
was a large upgrade from the uncomfortable stagecoach journey.
The increase of transportation to New York City brought an influx of
foreign teas, china, and silk.3
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Providence soon became the most industrial city in the union. The
mills and factories were the leading producers of textiles and jewelry.
Providence was further the most progressive becoming the first state
in the union to sign the Declaration of Independents. By the late
nineteenth century Providence was the most prosperous city in the
country attracting thousands of immigrants both Irish and Italian. In
1938 Providence was devastated by the worst hurricane in history.
“At least one person was killed and several more either killed
or injured in Providence when a brick wall of the seven-story
Fitzgerald Building fell onto a parking lot... Another person,
believed to be a woman also, drowned in several feet of
water in the very center of the downtown district. The storm
in Providence was described as the worst since the great
flood of 1815.” –The Associated Press

This all came to an end after World War II when all the manufacturing
jobs moved to cheap labor in the south. By the 1970s Providence
had become the eyesore of New England. The city was riddled with

urban decay and vacant buildings. Organized crime ran the city
with the Irish controlling city hall. In 1974 Vincent “Buddy” Cianci Jr.
became mayor. He was the first Italian American Republican Lawyer
to become mayor. He won because he spoke of reviving the city and
addressing the long-ignored decaying downtown. That is exactly
what Buddy did while mayor. Providence became known as the
“Renaissance City”. 3
Buddy Cianci was loved by the city of Providence for his commitment
and attention to the much needed decay, but he was also involved
in the hidden spaces. Those spaces occupied by bribes, organized
crime, and Raymond Patriarca. The mob was still centered in
Providence and involved in the government down to the trash
collectors.
“The one great contribution to the city that I made was the
raising of the self-esteem of these people in the city who
always thought that they were pieces of shit. ”
– Buddy Cianci
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history of place
materiality
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the room
the space between

a walk through the spaces between
downtown
during a rainstorm

the providence raindrop
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the alley
the space between
the room for water
the urban fabric
the city layers
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during a rainstorm
after a snowfall
water gathers
on the roof
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rainwater flows down gutters
tapping the impermeable ground
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rainwater flows
across the street
picking up harmful contaminants
ecologically devastating
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the rainwater falls
down the storm drain
carrying the contaminants
down with them
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the rainwater falls
in the canal
the contaminants
join the sea
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reducing the oxygen levels
harming the ecosystem
devastating the fisheries
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the room
the space between

A reaction to the raindrop, the history and the culture of place. An
exploration of materiality, sensory exposure, and layering of space.
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model exploration
layering
materiality

061

062
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the room
the space between

The city is a complex weave of time, place, and motion. Providence
has a history of rhythmic transformation. The city was filled, coved,
flooded, ruined, re-built, filled, paved, flooded, unbridged, and bridged.
There are many more layers of hidden history to fill the stages of
transformation. What is left from these stages of growth and recession
are historic masses with narrow voids woven into an impermeable
urban landscape.
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There is an idea that buildings have fronts and backs. The street as
the front and the alley as the back. Most of the city has been filled
with parking lots. Instead of cultural space the city has car parks. The
back alley has become the datum to connect these voids. This is the
space for trash, gutters, and smoke breaks. Under the city paving sits
an unmapped network of storm drains and runoff pipes that drain into
the providence canal. Why do we hide our rainwater when we could
capture it, enjoy it, and replenish our ground water? This space in
itself has the capacity of becoming more than a holding tank for our
unwanted material.
The space between can be seen as a place for journey, discovery,
and destination. Place as a microclimate. Tracking the sun, shade,
and water movement. The circulation in, around, and over the spaces
between become a collection of sensory experiences. Noises of
crushed stone, leaves rustling in the wind, and water tapping on the
stones. The smell of lavender, thyme, and cedar wood chips. The view
of water movement, flowering trees, and lush green grasses.

The mirrored walkways reflect one’s movement through the changing
environment and a chance to pause in the present. The change in
grade and height as well as prospect and refuge create a rhythm of
transformation through space. This exterior space links the interior
rooms. Rooms designed to embody the senses of sound, touch, taste,
and sight. The rooms sit as a network along the continuous stream of
circulation. A place to reflect on the past and experience the present.
The room within the room.

the next pages will
show the plan of the city
intervention in fragments
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moving through the plan
in section from left to right
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from the church
down the alley
you walk in the rain
over the metal walkway
past the mirrored wall
over the rain garden
towards the reading room
trees shade you as you walk
along the metal grate
the vibration of your footsteps clicking
water falls onto the crushed stone
through the grate you see the water move
in the same direction as you

you seek quiet
in the trees
walking along the raised wood walkway
between the grassy knolls
the sound of your footsteps thumping
a deep echo
the wind rustling in the leaves overhead
a view of the reading room
the repetition of window boxes cantilevering
a connection between you and the reader
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you circulate through the threshold of the wall
the wall of the exterior room
you climb the stair to explore the view
you observe the entire space
noticing the water falling into the rain garden
the people in the trees
those entering the reading room
you hear chatter from below
the sounds of conversation in the tunnel
you continue
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down the alley
past the lavender
moving with the echo of the wood
past a mirror
pausing
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down the next alley
up the limestone ramp
along side the rain garden
the water dancing
over the crushed stone

from the limestone
you step onto metal grate
twisting through flowering trees
between the break of the wall
a wall sited on a mint garden
a planted threshold
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across the street
you approach the performance space
the door is open
indicating a performance is outside
on the raised plantings
in the middle of the rain garden
you sit on the steps across from the
garden to observe

around the corner
down the alley
you cross the last rain garden
over a raised wood walkway
with deep echoes
under a tree canopy
you view the gallery nodes
sited on crushed stone
you view the sculpture
through the window slot
the art piece illuminated
under ambient light
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the rooms
the senses

room one.

sight

three gallery nodes
view from exterior window slot
seamless shingled door
ambient light from above
room two.
080

sound

performance space
sawtooth for southern light
garage door swings open on pulley system
opening up the performance space
the temporary acoustic floor is raised and lowered depending on the
directionality of the performance piece
room three.

touch

reading room
window boxes for reading built into book storage
space for independent reading
and group readings
window boxes direct view towards tree walk
reading in the trees

room four.

taste + smell

tea room
mint grown and water collected in center court
water from the roof collected and purified for tea
sliding doors enter into interior garden
the side hallways are lines with bamboo
hinting at the process of drying tea
the tea counter looks out into the court
view of water falling down off the roof
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083

sight

084

085

sound

086

087

touch

088

089

taste + smell

details of space
through sketch
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rain garden boarder
limestone detail

wood to metal grate
walkway detail
material transition
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092

rain garden
limestone steps
concrete walls
wood walk
metal grate
woodchips
crushed stone

tea room
water falling
crushed stone
mint
counter
dissolved window
threshold
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perspectives of space
through sketch
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perspectives of space
through model
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